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Abstract: With the recent boom in the corpus size of sentiment analysis tasks,
automatic annotation is poised to be a necessary alternative to manual annotation
for generating ground truth dataset labels. This article aims to investigate and vali-
date the performance of two widely used lexicon-based automatic annotation
approaches, TextBlob and Valence Aware Dictionary and Sentiment Reasoner
(VADER), by comparing them with manual annotation. The dataset of 5402 Ara-
bic tweets was annotated manually, containing 3124 positive tweets, 1463 nega-
tive tweets, and 815 neutral tweets. The tweets were translated into English so that
TextBlob and VADER could be used for their annotation. TextBlob and VADER
automatically classified the tweets to positive, negative, and neutral sentiments
and compared them with manual annotation. This study shows that automatic
annotation cannot be trusted as the gold standard for annotation. In addition,
the study discussed many drawbacks and limitations of automatic annotation
using lexicon-based algorithms. The highest level of accuracies of 75% and
70% were achieved by TextBlob and VADER, respectively.

Keywords: Sentiment analysis; lexicon-based approach; VADER; TextBlob;
automatic annotation

1 Introduction

Over the past two decades, sentiment analysis or opinion mining has evolved to be a valuable tool in
understanding people’s emotions with a wide range of usage in various fields such as public health,
marketing, sociology, and politics. Creating a ground truth dataset by annotating the data with appropriate
sentiment labels indicating positive, negative, and neutral emotion is essential for any sentiment analysis
work that uses a supervised learning approach. Traditionally, in supervised sentiment analysis or in
general, in any supervised machine learning (ML) approach, dataset annotations are performed by human
experts of the respective domain. In sentiment analysis, manual annotations are considered the most
accurate reflection of human emotions expressed in any natural language corpus. Hence, manual
annotations are the “gold standard” in any sentiment analysis task [1]. The idea that human expert
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manual annotations are superior to any other non-human annotation method is essentially an extension of
Alan Turing’s Turing Test, a fundamental principle in machine learning. The test sets human intelligence
as the yardstick to judge the machine’s ability to exhibit intelligent behavior. In the context of sentiment
analysis, intelligent behavior is the ability to distinguish positive, negative, and neutral emotions in
natural language corpora [2].

Undoubtedly, manual annotation of natural language corpora is expensive, time-consuming, and
requires domain expertise. These problems are further increased by the sheer increase in data volume and
the challenge of real-time analytics demanded by big data applications such as sentiment analysis on
Twitter. Some researchers proposed using lexicon-based automatic annotation to tackle these challenges
as a replacement for manual annotation [3]. While these approaches may give acceptable solutions in
confined experimental settings, it is premature to argue that automatic annotation can outperform manual
annotation. VADER [4] and TextBlob [5] are two automatic annotation approaches introduced as
alternatives to annotation by human experts. This research presents empirical results showing that while
VADER and TextBlob can produce good results, but not to the extent that they can become alternatives
to manual annotation.

The effectiveness of the lexicon-based automatic annotation approach employing VADER and TextBlob
was tested against manually annotated Arabic tweets about Covid-19 vaccinations in this study. Because
TextBlob and VADER are not built for Arabic content, the tweets were manually translated into English
using Google Translate and checked for accuracy. Then, for automatic annotations, we used VADER and
TextBlob and compared their results to our manual annotations [5].

The main contribution of this research is the creation of a dataset of 5402 tweets about
COVID-19 vaccines that were manually annotated as positive, negative, or neutral by native Arabic
annotators, followed by the use of manual data annotation to assess the performance and issues with
automatic data annotation using VADER and TextBlob.

The paper is organized as follows: Section (2) presents the literature review related to the topic of the
presented work. Section (3) shows the methodology used to develop this paper. Section (4) presents the
main results of the study. Conclusions and future work are detailed in Section 5.

2 Literature Review

With the rapid evolution and increasingly growing social media on the web, there is a need to analyze
public opinions and emotions for better decision-making. Twitter is one of the essential social media
platforms. It is a microblog where millions of users succinctly share their ideas and opinions. A
significant number of tweets is the input source for big data applications [6] like sentiment analysis.

Big Data is a collection of organized, unstructured, and semi-structured data that is enormous in volume,
snowballing, and complicated, making it difficult to process using traditional methods [7]. However, Big
Data brings new opportunities to modern society that were impossible with small-scale data. The rapid-
growing unstructured posts generated by Twitter users require sentiment analysis tools to discover the
sentiments automatically [8]. Sentiment analysis is one of the most critical research areas in natural
language processing. It is a field of study that analyzes people’s attitudes, opinions, sentiments, and
emotions. The growing importance of sentiment analysis is due to the growth of social media like
Twitter, blogs, forum discussions, and social networks. Sentiment analysis systems are required in every
business and social domain because opinions influence people’s behaviors. People’s choices and decisions
are primarily influenced by how others view the world. Therefore when faced with a decision, they
frequently seek out the advice of others [9].
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Sentiment analysis requires data annotation representing emotions or sentiments. The annotation process
can be manual, or it can be automatic. It can be performed in an automated manner by using two approaches:
The lexicon-based (Rule-based) approach and Machine Learning-based approach [10].

2.1 Manual Annotation

Data annotation makes text, audio, or speech understandable through sentiment analysis models. Data
annotation is the process of labeling the data available in various formats like text, audio, video, or images to
enable machines to quickly and clearly understand and use it. In short, data annotation helps the machines to
learn from it to arrive at desired outputs [11]. Manual annotation is the process of assigning labels to blocks of
text: whether they are short, long sentences, or paragraphs by a human. Manual annotation is still considered
the bottleneck for various Natural Language Processing (NLP) experiments. It is a time-consuming process.
It involves various activities, like defining an annotation schema, specifying annotation guidelines, and
training experts for the annotation process to build a consensus corpus [12].

2.2 Automatic Annotation

Automatic annotation is the use of sentiment analysis methods, either machine learning approach or
lexical-based approach to find patterns in data and discover the emotion of the given information and
classify it into one of three classes positive, neutral, and negative

2.2.1 Lexicon-based Approach for Automatic Sentiment Annotation
The text is analyzed without training or applying machine learning models. The result of the analysis is

the automatic classification of the text as positive, negative, and neutral. Also, the rule-based approach is
known as the lexicon-based approach. Examples of rule-based or lexicon-based approaches are TextBlob
and VADER [4].

1) TextBlob

TextBlob is a Python library used for processing textual data. It is an open-source framework with a
consistent API for NLP tasks such as noun phrase extraction, part-of-speech tagging, sentiment analysis,
classification, and translation. It measures sentiment polarity and subjectivity. Polarity determines if the
orientation of the expressed sentiment is positive, negative, or neutral. It is a floating-point number
between [−1, 1], +1 indicates extreme positive sentiments, and −1 indicates extreme negative sentiment.
Subjectivity determines if the statement relies on beliefs, opinions, assumptions and is influenced by
emotions and personal feelings. It is a floating-point number in the range of [0, 1] [5].

2) VADER

It stands for Valence Aware Dictionary and Sentiment Reasoner [4]. It is a model used for text sentiment
analysis. It calculates both polarity and intensity of emotion. It is available in the Natural Language Toolkit
(NLTK) package. It uses a dictionary to map lexical features to emotion intensities. It gives sentiment scores,
which are obtained by summing up the score of each word in the text. The total of positive, negative, and
neutral intensities should be 1. The compound score is the metric used to give the overall sentiment; it
ranges from −1 to 1. The sentiment is positive if the compound score is greater than or equal to 0.05,
neutral if the compound score is between [−0.05, 0.05], and negative if the compound score is less than
or equal to −0.05 [4].

2.2.2 Machine Learning Approach for Automatic Sentiment Annotation
It is a supervised learning approach. In this approach, the machine learning classifiers like Support

Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree (D-Tree), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Naïve Bayes (NB), etc.,
are used to classify dataset into different sentiments. The approach uses a human-annotated dataset to
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build a model that can classify or annotate a large dataset with considerable accuracy. Usually, the accuracy
of the machine learning (supervised) approach is higher than the accuracy of the rule-based (unsupervised)
approach for sentiment analysis [13].

2.3 Usage of Various Methods for Annotation in Literature

Many studies used lexical-based approaches or machine learning approaches for automatic sentiment
analysis. For example, [14] analyzed people’s views who interact and share social media like Twitter to
present their views regarding COVID-19. The platform for the study experiments was a large-scale
dataset COVIDSENTI that consists of 90 000 tweets related to COVID-19 and was collected in the
pandemic. The TextBlob tool was used for labeling the sentiment of the tweets into positive, negative,
and neutral classes. Then the annotated tweets were used for sentiment classification using different sets
of features and classifiers. [15] aimed to improve healthcare services by using lexical-based sentiment
analysis approaches to classify patients’ opinions. The study found that the accuracy was insufficient to
measure the model’s performance. Based on precision, recall, and F1-score, the study concluded that
VADER lexicon-based approach outperformed the TextBlob model. [16] aimed to build a model
reflecting on the sentiment analysis using NLP and different machine learning classifiers like decision
trees, random forest, k-nearest neighbors, and Gaussian naïve Bayes. The dataset of the study consisted
of 2500 tweets. TextBlob was used to assign labels as positive, negative, and neutral by evaluating the
polarity of the dataset. Then the annotated 2500 tweets of the dataset were further divided into testing
and training datasets. The study found that the Random Forest Classifier was the most accurate model.
[17] presented a hybrid approach that performed analysis and classification of students’ feedback before
and after the COVID-19 pandemic using ML techniques. Data was collected using a learning
management system (LMS), online google forms, and WhatsApp group messages of specific courses.
TextBlob and VADER were used to automatically annotate students’ feedback on classes before and
during the pandemic. Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machine algorithms were used for classification
and comparative analysis. The study achieved an average accuracy of 85.62% by the Support vector
machine algorithm.

On the contrary, some studies criticize the performance of automatic annotation for sentiment analysis.
For example, [3] provided a detailed comparison of sentiment analysis methods and insisted on the
importance of validating automatic text analysis methods using manual annotation before usage. The
study compared the performance of manual annotation, crowd coding, numerous dictionaries, and
machine learning by using traditional and deep learning algorithms. The study found that the best
performance was attained with trained humans. None of the used dictionaries gave acceptable results, and
machine learning, profound learning, outperformed dictionary-based methods. However, it does not reach
the level of human performance.

More precisely, some studies criticize the performance of automatic annotation of Lexical-based
approaches for sentiment analysis. For example, [18] evaluated three general-purpose sentiment analyzers
TextBlob, VADER, and Stanford Core NLP Sentiment Analysis. The study used an online health dataset
and a general-purpose dataset. The study concluded that none of the used general-purpose sentiment
analyzers produced satisfactory classifications. Also, the result of sentiment analyzers was inconsistent
when applied to the same dataset. [19] worked with Unsupervised Approach, a lexical approach using
open-source libraries such as TextBlob, VADER. The study concluded that the results obtained using a
lexical-based approach were not accurate with the social media text. In addition, the dataset classified
using in-built libraries needs to be classified using supervised machine learning algorithms to obtain
accurate results and acceptable accuracy.
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Tab. 1 presents a comparative analysis of sentiment analysis models discussed in the literature review.

This study focused on proving that the automatic annotation using existing lexicons sentiment does not
reach the level of human annotation performance.

3 Methodology

This section explains the study’s methodology, divided into five stages (data collection, data cleaning,
data translation, manual data annotation, automatic data annotation, and classification and evaluation). Also,
it covers the techniques that were used in each phase. Fig. 1 shows the used methodology.

Table 1: Summary of sentiment analysis models and techniques discussed in the literature

Reference Model Dataset Result

[3] TextBlob, VADER, and
Stanford Core

News from a total of ten
newspapers and five websites
that covers a wide variety of
economic and financial issues

None of the used general-
purpose sentiment analyzers
produced satisfactory
classifications

[14] TextBlob A large-scale dataset,
COVIDSENTI that consists
of 90 000 tweets that were
related to COVID-19

The study concluded that there
is a need to develop a proactive
and agile public health
presence to combat the spread
of negative sentiment on social
media following a pandemic

[15] TextBlob and VADER Patients’ opinions dataset VADER lexicon-based
approach outperformed
TextBlob model

[16] NLP and different machine
learning classifiers like
decision tree, random forest,
k-nearest neighbors, and
Gaussian naïve Bayes

Dataset of 2500 tweets. The random forest classifier
was the most accurate model

[17] Machine learning techniques Student’s feedback
before and after the
COVID-19 pandemic

the average accuracy of
85.62% was achieved by the
Support vector machine
algorithm

[18] Manual annotation, crowd
coding, numerous
dictionaries, and machine
learning

Online health dataset and a
general-purpose dataset

None of the used dictionaries
gave acceptable results, and
machine learning, profound
learning, outperformed
dictionary-based methods

[19] TextBlob and VADER Dataset of tweets related to
events like Howdy Modi, a
gathering in Houston,
Haryana assembly elections,
and movies releases.

The results obtained using the
lexical-based approach were
not accurate
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3.1 Data Collection

Twitter’s full-archive search API collected 25800 Arabic tweets using positive, neutral, and negative
keywords. Examples of the positive research keywords are shown in Tab. 2.

Figure 1: The methodology of the study
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Examples of the negative research keywords are shown in Tab. 3.

Examples of the neutral research keywords are shown in Tab. 4.

Table 3: Negative words

Word Translation

نمآريغ Unsafe

لاعفريغ Inefficient

ئيس Bad

طلجت Clot

ةطلج Stroke

يدلجحفط Rash

لتاق killer

ريطخ Dangerous

تيمم Fatal, deadly

مس Poison

Table 2: Positive words

Word Translation

نمآ Safe

لاعف Effective

ديج Good

ةعانملاديزي Increase immunity

زاتمم Excellent

Table 4: Neutral words

Word Translation

نيحقلملاددع Number of vaccinated

نمحاقللانوكتي vaccine consist of

ميعطتلاأدبي Vaccination starts

ةرفوتملاتاحاقللا Available vaccines

حاقللةيبطلاتامولعملا Medical information of vaccine

ميعطتلاةطخ Vaccination plan

ةرفوتملاحاقللاعاونأ Type of vaccines
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25800 tweets were collected using the keywords mentioned above. However, one delicate and essential
point must be mentioned here to avoid confusion and misunderstanding. One may be confused that the
positive keywords can indicate positive tweets; however, it is not the case. Sometimes the word is
entirely positive such as “safe,” but it can be used in negative tweets for sarcasm.

Example of a positive tweet using the “Safe” keyword: “Pfizer is safe, God willing, and has no side
effects.” Example of a negative tweet using the “Safe” keyword: “Good evening, doctor, one of the
reasons for not receiving the vaccine from some is the fear of clots, and everyone fears of AstraZeneca,
despite the declarations that it is safe, but such news frightened people.”

3.2 Data Cleaning

In this phase, 25800 raw tweets were cleaned by deleting duplicate tweets. The resulted tweets were read
one by one by humans to remove ads and tweets unrelated to the vaccines. After that, each tweet was cleaned
by deleting the links and symbols like “#” and “@.”

3.3 Manual Data Annotation

The tweets in the dataset were manually annotated into three classes: positive, negative, or neutral, based
on the text and the tweet’s context. Then the tweet was saved as annotated text in an Excel sheet. Tweets
annotation was a complex process. Thus, some rules were used to annotate tweets as positive, negative,
or neutral. Some of these rules are as follows:

� The tweets with negative words about the vaccination or any vaccine were annotated as negative.

� The tweets about substantial side effects of the vaccine-like clot brain stroke, heart stroke, or
admission to intensive care were annotated as negative.

� The tweets with positive words about the vaccination or any type of vaccine were annotated as
positive.

� Tweets mentioning vaccination or any form of a vaccine and tweets about the number of persons who
have been vaccinated were labeled as neutral.

3.4 Data Translation

The dataset was translated from Arabic to English because TextBlob and VADER lexicons cannot work
on Arabic text. The translation was performed using Google translation. Then, the validity of translation was
checked by humans. The tweets with wrong translations were deleted, and those with incomplete translations
were modified.

Example of wrong translation:

The tweet:

“ رزيافيشنسحاسبتانيزمهلك ”

The wrong translation:

“They are all decorations, but the best thing is Pfizer.”

The correct translation:

“All of them are good, but Pfizer is the best.”

Example of incomplete translation:

The tweet:
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The translation:

“I am very supportive of vaccination, but against drumming that it is 100% safe and against a group of
conspiracy theories, AstraZeneca company. “This is normal in any drug.”

All underlined text was not translated. When we spilled the sentence into two sentences, all the sentences
were translated.

Modified tweet:

The translation of modified tweet:

“I am very supportive of vaccination, but against drumming that it is 100% safe and against the
conspiracy theorists group AstraZeneca “and this is normal in any drug” their symptoms are very strong,
and the last of them is the clot, even if it is a weak percentage, who decided to vaccinate and has the
choice of the company, miss AstraZeneca, Pfizer and Sputnik are safer and less symptoms”

3.5 Automatic Data Annotation

This phase automatically classifies the manually annotated tweets to positive, negative, and neutral using
TextBlob and VADER sentiment lexicons.

3.5.1 TextBlob Classification
As mentioned in the literature review section, TextBlob is an open-source Python library used for

classifying textual data. It uses two measures to analyze the sentiment of the text polarity and
subjectivity. Polarity determines if the text expressed positive, negative, or neutral sentiments. It is a
number between [−1, 1], −1 indicates negative sentiments, +1 indicates positive sentiment, and
0 indicates neutral sentiment. Subjectivity determines if the tweet relies on facts, opinions, assumptions,
or influences by personal feelings. It is a number in the range of [0, 1] [5].

Example of TextBlob scoring:

The tweet:

“ لاعّفونمآ:اكينيزارتسأحاقللرضخلأاءوضلايطعتةيبورولأاةيودلأاةلاكو ”

“The European Medicines Agency gives the green light to the AstraZeneca vaccine: safe and effective.”

Polarity: 0.26

Subjectivity: 0.46

3.5.2 VADER Classification
The valence aware dictionary and sentiment reasoned (VADER) is a python package used to analyze

text. First, the Sentiment Intensity Analyzer was loaded from the VADER package. Then the polarity
scores method was used to get the sentiment scores (positive, negative, neutral, and compound scores) of
the tweets [20]. It considers the context of the tweets and how the words are written. The compound
score is the metric used to give the tweet’s sentiment; it is a number that ranges from −1 to 1. The
sentiment is positive if compound greater than or equal 0.05, neutral if compound between [−0.05, 0.05],
and negative if compound less than or equal −0.05 [20].
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Example of VADER scoring:

The tweet:

“ لاعّفونمآ:اكينيزارتسأحاقللرضخلأاءوضلايطعتةيبورولأاةيودلأاةلاكو ”

“The European Medicines Agency gives the green light to the AstraZeneca vaccine: safe and effective.”

VADER scored this sentence as: {’neg’: 0.0, ‘neu’: 0.684, ‘pos’: 0.316, ‘compound’: 0.7184}

1) Capitalization increases the intensity of positive or negative scores.

“The European Medicines Agency gives the green light to the AstraZeneca vaccine: SAFE and
EFFECT.”

VADER scored this sentence as: {’neg’: 0.0, ‘neu’: 0.635, ‘pos’: 0.365, ‘compound’: 0.8159}

2) Exclamation marks increase the intensity of sentiment scores.

“The European Medicines Agency gives the green light to the AstraZeneca vaccine: SAFE and
EFFECT!”

VADER scored this sentence as: {’neg’: 0.0, ‘neu’: 0.626, ‘pos’: 0.374, ‘compound’: 0.8298}

3) The words present before the positive or the negative word increase or decrease the intensity of the
sentiment.

“The European Medicines Agency gives the green light to the AstraZeneca vaccine: SAFE and
EFFECT!”

VADER scored this sentence as: {’neg’: 0.0, ‘neu’: 0.627, ‘pos’: 0.373, ‘compound’: 0.8524}

4) If the text contains ‘but,’ the sentiments before and after ‘but’ are considered; however, the sentiment
after “but” is weighted more heavily than before “but.”

“The European Medicines Agency gives the green light to the AstraZeneca vaccine: SAFE but
EFFECT!”

VADER scored this sentence as: {’neg’: 0.0, ‘neu’: 0.625, ‘pos’: 0.375, ‘compound’: 0.8555}.

3.6 Manual Annotation and Automatic Annotation Results Comparison

The results of automatic annotation using TextBlob, and VADER were compared to the manual
annotation to check the performance of the algorithms.

3.7 Classification Matrix

A classification matrix is a tool used to assess the results of prediction. It sorts all cases from the classifier
into categories (true positive, false positive, true negative, false negative by evaluating whether the predicted
values matched the actual values. Then the total of all cases in each category is displayed in a matrix. It is a
standard tool for evaluating the valuation of models and is referred to as a confusion matrix. Fig. 2 shows the
classification matrix categories [21].

� True positives (TP): The cases in which the tweets were predicted as positive and, they are positive

� True negatives (TN): The cases in which the tweets were predicted as negative while negative.

� False positives (FP): The cases in which the tweets were predicted as positive while negative.

� False negatives (FN): The cases in which the tweets were predicted as negative and, they are positive.
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Precision (positive predictive value): is the percentage of tweets that were identified positive are really
positive. Eq. (1) used to calculate precision:

Precision ¼ TP

TPþ FP
(1)

Recall (sensitivity) is the percentage of correctly predicted tweets from all the positive classes. Eq. (2)
calculated recall:

Recall ¼ TP

TPþ FN
(2)

The accuracy is the overall success rate [21]. From all the positive and negative classes, how many of
them we have predicted correctly. Eq. (3) calculated precision:

Recall ¼ TPþ TN

TPþ TNþ FPþ FN
(3)

F-Measure is a harmonic average of precision and recall value [22]. It calculates the overall performance
of a classifier, and it is calculated by Eq. (4).

F‐measure ¼ 2 � precision � recall

precision þ recall
(4)

ROC stands for “Receiver operator characteristic curve,” a graph that shows the performance of a
classification model at all classification thresholds. It plots two parameters true positive rate (TPR) and
false positive rate (FPR) [23]. TPR was measured using Eq. (5), and FPR was measured using Eq. (6).

TPR ¼ TP

TPþ FN
(5)

FPR ¼ FP

FPþ TN
(6)

AUC stands for “Area under the ROC Curve.” It provides an aggregate measure of performance across
all possible classification threshold. Hosmer and Lemeshow [22] suggest AUC of:

50%-60% = Fail.

60%-70% = Poor.

70%-80% = Fair.

Figure 2: Classification matrix
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80%-90% = Good.

90%-100% = Excellent.

4 Results: Analysis and Discussion

The results will be presented in two sections. Section 4.1 will present the result of sentiment library
TextBlob on the datasetwith a discussion of the classification performance. While Section 4.2 will show
and discuss the result of sentiment library VADER on the dataset.

4.1 TextBlob Sentiment Results and Analysis

4.1.1 Objective
The objective is to get the sentiment scores of the manually annotated tweets using the TextBlob library

and examine the accuracy and performance of the sentiment classification.

4.1.2 Method
The dataset, after all, preprocessing steps, consists of approximately 5402 tweets. There were

3124 tweets annotated as positive, 1463 annotated as negative, and 815 tweets annotated as neutral.
TextBlob classification included many steps as follows:

� The sentiment score of each tweet was calculated by measuring the sentiment of each word in the
tweet.

� The tweets were annotated as positive, negative, and neutral based on their sentiment scores. For
TextBlob If the score was less than zero; the tweet was annotated as negative. If the tweet was
greater than zero; the tweet was annotated as positive. If the tweet was equal to zero; the tweet
was annotated as neutral.

� For evaluating, TextBlob classification results (polarity scores) were used to discuss the classification
performance.

4.1.3 Results
The following Tab. 5 and Fig. 3 indicate applying the TextBlob library on the dataset, including positive,

negative, and neutral tweets.

Table 5: TextBlob results

TextBlob–(positive class)

Confusion matrix Result

pos neg Precision Recall F-Measure Accuracy

Original dataset pos 2831 293 0.68% 0.91% 0.78% 0.70%

neg 1330 948

TextBlob–(negative class)

Confusion matrix Result

pos neg Precision Recall F-Measure Accuracy

Original dataset pos 339 1124 0.54% 0.23% 0.32% 0.74%

neg 287 3652

(Continued)
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4.1.4 Discussion
The results of the TextBlob performance are shown in the previous section using Tab. 5 and Fig. 3 Based

on Tab. 5:

For the positive class, the classification was successful for 2831 cases from 3124 (tweets manually
annotated as positive). It was failed for 293 cases from 3124 (tweets manually annotated as negative). For
the negative class, the classification was successful for 339 cases from 1463 (tweets manually annotated
as positive), and it was failed for 287 cases from 1463 (tweets manually annotated as negative). For the
neutral class, the classification was successful for 269 cases from 815 (tweets manually annotated as
positive). It was failed for 346 cases from 815 (tweets manually annotated as negative). Successful
classification means the classification agrees with the actual manual labels, and failed classification does
not agree with the actual labels.

Based on Fig. 3 ROC curve of the positive class was better than the negative and neutral class. Further,
Tab. 6 indicated that the AUC of positive and neutral classes was poor. In contrast, the AUC of the negative
class was failed, which indicated that the AUC of all classes was not acceptable.

Table 5 (continued)

TextBlob–(neutral class)

Confusion matrix Result

pos neg Precision Recall F-Measure Accuracy

Original dataset pos 269 546 0.44% 0.33% 0.38% 0.83%

neg 346 4241

Figure 3: ROC of TextBlob for the three classes positive, negative, and neutral
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4.2 VADER Sentiment Results and Analysis

4.2.1 Objective
The objective is to get the sentiment scores of the dataset using the VADER sentiment library.

4.2.2 Method
The used dataset consists of approximately 5402 tweets. There were 3124 tweets annotated as positive,

1463 annotated as negative, and 815 tweets annotated as neutral. VADER classification included many steps
as follows:

� The sentiment score of each tweet was measured by calculating the sentiment score of each word in
the tweet.

� The tweets were annotated as positive, negative, and neutral based on their sentiment scores. For
VADER, the tweets were annotated as positive if the compound score was greater than or equal to
0.05 and negative if the compound score was less than or equal to −0.05. While the tweets were
annotated as neutral if the compound score was between [−0.05, 0.05].

� For evaluating, the sentiment score (compound) was used to get the classification accuracy.

4.2.3 Results
Tab. 7 and Fig. 4 indicate the results of applying the VADER lexicon to the dataset.

Table 6: TextBlob AUC

Class AUC Hosmer and lemeshow suggestion

Positive 66.12% Poor

Negative 57.94% Fail

Neutral 62.73% Poor

Table 7: VADER results

VADER–positive class

Confusion matrix Result

pos neg Precision Recall F-Measure Accuracy

Original dataset pos 2598 526 0.68% 0.83% 0.75% 0.68%

neg 1216 1062

VADER-negative class

Confusion matrix Result

pos neg Precision Recall F-Measure Accuracy

Original dataset pos 700 763 0.48% 0.57% 0.52% 0.76%

neg 529 3410

VADER-neutral class

Confusion matrix Result

pos neg Precision Recall F-Measure Accuracy

Original dataset pos 85 730 0.24% 0.10% 0.14% 0.81%

neg 274 4313
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4.2.4 Discussion
The results of VADER performance are detailed in the previous section using Tab. 6 and Fig. 4. Based on

Tab. 6, for the positive class, the classification was successful for 2598 cases from 3124 (tweets manually
annotated as positive). It was failed for 1216 cases from 3124 (tweets manually annotated as negative).
For the negative class, the classification was successful for 700 cases from 1463 (tweets manually
annotated as positive), and it was failed for 529 cases from 1463 (tweets manually annotated as negative).
For the neutral class, the classification was successful for 85 cases from 815 (tweets manually annotated
as positive). It was failed for 274 cases from 815 (tweets manually annotated as negative). As mentioned
in Section 4.1.4, successful classification means the classification agrees with the actual manual labels
and failed classification does not agree with the true labels.

Based on Fig. 4 ROC curve of the positive class was better than the negative and neutral class. Further,
Tab. 8 indicated that the AUC of positive and negative classes was poor based on Hosmer and Lemeshow.
The neutral class was failed, which means the AUC of all classes was not acceptable.

4.3 Automatic Annotation vs. Manual Annotation

Both TextBlob and VADER classifications better predict positive tweets than negative and neutral ones.
For positive class, TextBlob accuracy by 70% outperforms VADER accuracy by 68%. VADER accuracy by
76% for the negative class outperforms TextBlob accuracy by 74%. TextBlob accuracy by 83% outperforms
VADER accuracy by 81% for the neutral class.

In TextBlob for positive class, the classification was unsuccessful for 293 cases from 3124. In contrast,
VADER’s classification was unsuccessful for 526 cases from 3124. Some of the examples in the positive
class where TextBlob and VADER classifications were not successful are:

Figure 4: ROC of VADER for the three classes positive, negative, and neutral

Table 8: VADER AUC

Class AUC Hosmer and lemeshow suggestion

Positive 64.89% Poor

Negative 67.21% Poor

Neutral 52.23% Fail
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Example 1:

The tweet: “Jordan-Jordanian specialists: AstraZeneca vaccine is safe: (MENAFN-Khaberni) Khaberni-
Specialists in the field of vaccines and epidemiology said that there is no scientifically proven reason for fear
and hesitation from using the AstraZeneca anti-virus vaccine.”

TextBlob polarity: −0.125

VADER compound score: −0.5574

The tweet was annotated by as positive.

Example 2:

The tweet: “The European Union, Britain, and America indicated the effectiveness of the vaccine and its
benefits that exceed any risks within a small percentage that was infected.”

TextBlob polarity: −0.125

VADER compound score: −0.4019

The tweet was annotated by human annotated it as positive.

In TextBlob for the negative class, the classification was unsuccessful for 1124 cases from 1463. In
VADER, it was not successful for 763 cases from 1463. Some of the tweets in the negative class where
TextBlob and VADER classifications were not successful are:

Example 1:

The tweet: “Even Pfizer causes clots, my mother is now sleeping in the care after a stroke after he took
the first dose of the Pfizer vaccine.”

TextBlob polarity: 0.25

VADER compound score: 0.4939

The tweet was annotated by TextBlob and VADER as positive while human-annotated it as negative.

Example 2:

The tweet: “Monday April 19 Bulgaria: AstraZeneca stopped giving women under the age of 60, as they
have an increased risk of stroke Sweden: A prominent doctor stated that hundreds of AstraZeneca doses are
disposed of daily in Stockholm, because no one wants to get them AstraZeneca Vaccine. Saudi Arabia:
15 cases of blood clots from the AstraZeneca vaccine”

TextBlob polarity: 0.233

VADER compound score: 0.1531

The tweet was annotated by TextBlob and VADER as positive, while human-annotated it as negative.

In TextBlob for neutral class, the classification was unsuccessful for 546 cases from 815. In comparison,
it was not successful in VADER for 730 cases from 815. Some of the tweets in the neutral class where
TextBlob and VADER classifications were not successful are:

Example 1:

The tweet: “The number of people vaccinated with a dose is starting to drop because they have taken the
second dose. I mean, they moved from the dose phase and became in the statistics of the second dose. The
numbers are correct.”

TextBlob polarity: −0.078125

VADER compound score: −0.2023
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The tweet was annotated by both TextBlob and VADER as negative while it was annotated by human as
neutral.

Example 2:

The Tweet: “I imagine the numbers are wrong, the number of vaccinated people in Iraq is approximately
one million and 700 thousand, and the population of Iraq is approximately 41 million, meaning the
vaccination rate is more than 4 percent.”

TextBlob polarity: −0.2

VADER compound score: −0.4215

The tweet was annotated by as neutral.

The previous examples of TextBlob and VADER classifications failure led to some drawbacks of
TextBlob and VADER algorithms. The drawbacks are:

1) If the word was not found in the sentiment lexicon, it was neutral.

Example 1:

The tweet: “Stroke in the eye from Pfizer vaccination” is a negative word if used with the
COVID-19 vaccine.

VADER is considered ‘neu’with a 0.0 compound score. Furthermore, TextBlob is considered ‘neu’with
a polarity score equal to 0.0. the two algorithms did not consider “stroke” a negative word.

Example 2:

The tweet: “I took the second dose of Pfizer on March 29, and now I have a stomachache.”

“stomachache” is considered a negative word because it is a type of pain. The compound score in
VADER equals 0.0, while the polarity in TextBlob equals 0.0.

2) The main drawback of the rule-based approach (TextBlob and VADER) for sentiment analysis is that
the method cares about individual words but ignores the context in which it is used.

Example 1:

The tweet: “Hello, I’m Pfizer, is your immune system bad? Instead of improving and strengthening it, do
not worry, we have the solution to Corona disease, because our vaccines have proven to be safe and effective,
although they are still in the middle of clinical trials. Oh, did we not tell you that you are under trial, and we
are not responsible for any damage or death that you suffer due to our genetic treatment!”

In TextBlob, the polarity score of the whole tweet equals 0.0239, which is annotated as ‘neu’, while in
VADER, the compound score equals 0.2815, which is annotated as ‘pos.’

Part of the tweet is the sentence “Oh did we not tell you that you are under trial and we are not
responsible for any damage or death that you suffer due to our genetic treatment!”

The polarity score of TextBlob equals −0.128125, which is annotated as ‘neg’, while VADER compound
score equals −0.9162, which also is annotated as neg.

Example 2:

The tweet: “According to the magazine, the “Pfizer” vaccine that contains these proteins has taken full
and emergency approval in the United States of America without serious testing for the safety of the product
on humans during the coming years. And the worst wave of deaths was recorded among those who received
the “Pfizer” vaccine in Norway.”
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In TextBlob, the polarity score of the tweet equals −0.328, which is annotated as ‘neg’ and in VADER,
the compound score equals 0.3009, which is annotated as ‘pos’.

Part of the tweet is the sentence, “the worst wave of deaths was recorded among those who received the
“Pfizer” vaccine in Norway”.

In TextBlob, the polarity score equals −1.0 that is like the annotation of the whole tweet. While in
VADER, the compound score equals −0.6249, which is different from the annotation of the whole tweet,
which is annotated as positive.

Example 3:

The tweet: “No no no no no no no no no to Pfizer vaccines, and our director, AztraNika. The vaccine is
more dangerous than the virus and causes sterility. This is the plan because they said that many people in the
world. They want to lack people in the world, especially the Arabs. Understand, Muslims, vaccines are
poison in the human body.”

In VADER, the compound score of the tweet equals −0.974, while in TextBlob, the polarity score equals
0.0229

Part of the tweet is the sentence, “The vaccine is more dangerous than the virus and causes sterility.” This
sentence in VADER has a compound score equal to −0.526, while in TextBlob, its polarity score is equal to
−0.05. The tweet was annotated as negative by both VADER and TextBlob libraries.

The tweet is, “vaccines are poison in the human body.” Its compound score in VADER equal −0.5423,
which is like the annotation of the full tweet. Nevertheless, its polarity score in TextBlob equals 0.0, which is
annotated as neutral.

3) TextBlob and VADER algorithms are used with the English language so that the Arabic tweets need
the translation before classification. One of the big problems faced in Arabic translation is dialects and
diacritical marks. If the word is translated wrong, the sentiment scores would be wrong.

Example 1:

The tweet:

مكبجاعومشيليردامنيفلتخمنيحاقلذخايلعضرتعميلا ”

تاحاقللايبودنملكهداهشبنمانمانمادروفسكوا

تاحاقللايبودنملكهداهشبنمانمانمارزياف

“ تاحاقللايبودنملكهداهشبنمانمانمانوسنوجدنانوسنوجهثلاثلامكتعرج

Translation:

“Whoever objects to taking two different vaccines, I do not know why you do not like it

Oxford Security Safe Security With the testimony of all vaccine delegates

Pfizer, security, security, security, according to the testimony of all vaccine representatives

Your third dose, Johnson & Johnson, safe, secure, safe, with the testimony of all vaccine
representatives.”

The word “ نما ” has many translations like security, safety, and secure in the previous tweet.

Example 2:

The tweet: “ مكيلعرصنعتبويسفنهفياشو.نيتعرجورزيافهذخامانا.مكنمنسحاانا ”

Translation: “I am better than you. I take Pfizer and two doses. And I see myself, and I hate you ”
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The word “ رصنعتا ” translated as “hate” which has a sentiment score equal −0.5 in VADER and-.08 in
TextBlob. The correct translation is “racist,” with a sentiment score equal to −0.6124 in VADER and
0.0 in TextBlob.

4) TextBlob is not able to detect the negation in all cases.

Example:

The tweet: “pFizer is not the best”

TextBlob polarity= 1.0

VADER compound score= −0.5216

Modified tweet: “pFizer is not best”

TextBlob polarity= −0.5

VADER compound score= −0.5216

VADER algorithms give the sentence the same score, while TextBlob could not detect the negation in
the first case.

5) TextBlob algorithms can measure the polarity for adjectives (like safe, lazy, dangerous, etc.).
However, they cannot determine the polarity of comparative and superlative adjectives or assign
less positivity or negativity to them (such as safer, safest, laziest, dangerous, dangerous, more
hazardous), as indicated in Tab. 9.

Example:

The tweet: “The safest vaccine without complications.”

TextBlob polarity: 0.0.

VADER compound: 0.4.

Based on its context, the tweet is positive for the Pfizer vaccine, so it was annotated manually as positive.
Nevertheless, it was annotated as neutral by TextBlob and VADER. If the word safest changes to safe, the
TextBlob polarity will be 0.5, and the VADER compound score will 0.44. So, the automatic annotation will
be successful using the VADER algorithm.

Table 9: TextBlob polarity for adjectives

Word TextBlob polarity VADER compound score

Safe 0.5 0.44

Safer 0.0 0.42

Safest 0.0 0.40

Lazy −0.25 −0.36

Lazier 0.0 −0.51

Laziest 0.0 −0.57

Dangerous −0.6 −0.48

More dangerous −0.05 −0.53

Most dangerous 0.05 −0.53
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

There are different algorithms for text classification and sentiment analysis. This study demonstrates
TextBlob and VADER’s poor performance for automatic sentiment annotation/classification quantitatively.
For positive class, the classification was victorious by 70% using TextBlob and by 75% using VADER.
While for the negative class, the classification was victorious by 74% using TextBlob and 76% using
VADER. For neutral class, the classification was victorious by 83% using TextBlob and by 81% using
VADER.

The ROC curve and AUC results showed that classification models TextBlob and VADER are not
reliable for automatic sentiment annotation.

This study discussed many drawbacks and limitations of automatic annotation using lexicon-based
algorithms like:

1) The algorithms ignore the words they know and classify them as neutral. They assigned them wrong
polarity and averages to get the sentiment score that may not reflect the actual sentiment of the text.

2) TextBlob and VADER ignore the context in which the word is used, which may change the word’s
sentiment.

3) The sentiment scores of the algorithms rely on the average of the sentiment score of individual words,
which may not reflect the actual sentiment of the text.

4) TextBlob and VADER algorithms can be used with the English language. Therefore the Arabic tweets
were needed to be translated into English before classification. One of the big problems faced while
translating Arabic into English is dialects and diacritical marks. If the word is translated wrong, the
sentiment scores would be wrong.

5) Some automatic annotation algorithms cannot detect the negation in all cases to not give an actual
sentiment score.

6) Some automatic annotation algorithms can detect polarity in adjectives (such as safe, dangerous, and
so on). However, they cannot detect it in comparative and superlative adjectives or assign them less
positivity or negative (safer, safer, dangerous, more dangerous).

In the future, we will consider using machine learning methods and deep learning models to check the
performance of automatic annotation compared to manual annotation.
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